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Abstract:  Beside Hungarian Railways Plc (MÁV) and other railway companies, 
local railways companies contributed to forming the railway network in 
Hungary. The establishment of local railways was legally supported by 
the Article XXXI/1880 and Article IV/1888. The operation of local 
railways between Arad – Körös region was allowed before these laws 
came into effect. The constructions of local railways had a considerable 
pace as 57% of them were built by local railway companies in 1918. 
The laws set simple technical conditions to start the constructions 
resulting in lower construction costs. The lines built with lower 
technical quality still met the requirements of local transport. Local 
railway companies became completely state owned after 1945, except 
for Local Railways Plc of the Fertő region. However, many of the 
former local rail lines were closed. Most of the currently functioning 
branch lines are actually the former local railways. The railways which 
had not been closed had worse and worse technical conditions with a 
declining number of passengers. In most of the cases the solution was 
to close rail lines with bad infrastructure parameters. The present study 
outlines a model appropriate for a complex analysis of problems of 
branch lines while considering potential roles of rail lines in regional 
transport. 
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1. Past and present of regional railways 
At the time of flourishing railway transport in Hungary 50% of the railway network 
were local railways. Since the Trianon Treaty and due to attempts to solve the problems 
this rate has decreased to only about 30%, nevertheless, local railways are major 
problems in railway traffic in Hungary even today.    

Originally, there was no national interest in local railways. The Article XXXI/1880 
mentioned above defines local railways as follows: ’railways which aim at meeting 
transport and economic requirements of a region.’ Discounts and allowances involved 
in the Article did not apply to railways connecting two railways or serving as 
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supplementary lines to major lines. The amendment of the Article XXXI/1880, that is 
Article IV/1888 also mentioned above, declares that starting local railways which are 
planned to be extended to the borders of Hungary or which  connect railways with 
waterways used by steamships, is subject to legislation. The former term, local 
railways, is equivalent with the present term of regional railways. 

The terms local railways and regional railways are often used as synonyms. 
(According to community law the term regional railways is equivalent with the term 
local railways, considering the Hungarian railway system.) The local railways are 
connected to the major national railway network. The criteria to set up local railways 
are defined in the law in force CLXXXIII/2005: 

• The railway system is established to assure local transportation. Its role in 
national transportation is eligible.  

• The local governments involved take the responsibility voluntarily to develop 
services of local interest.   

• The railway network to be established can be made with narrow-gauge.  

The local railway network is designated by the National Transport Authority, right 
after the application on the operation of the railway network is approved. However, the 
local railway network is allowed to operate in at most 3 counties or the network length 
must not exceed 400km. 

1.1.  The golden age 

The above mentioned two laws made the establishment of local railways much easier. 
The permission to construct local railways in jurisdiction of the laws was issued by 
the Minister and not the Parliament. The Hungarian local railways had their longest 
network in 1918 when local railway companies constructed 13,000km of the 
23,000km long network. 11.7% of the 13,000km were run only by local railway 
companies. The local railways were constructed in the frame of concession public 
limited companies and were mostly run by the Hungarian Railways company. After 
the expiry of concession the state of Hungary got the right of ownership, but in 
practice, due to financial problems the state had got the right of ownership well before 
the concession expired.  It is important to note that the local railways were always 
constructed by taking only local interest into account and neglecting any national 
conception [1]. In Transdanubia (West of the river Danube) in Hungary a local 
railway network of more than 2,100km was built. The first line (between the cities 
Szombathely and Kőszeg) was launched as early as 1883 [2]. Most railway lines were 
built in the region of the city Kecskemét located in the region between the rivers 
Danube and Tisza. The local railway Kecskemét-Tisza Company opened its first 
railways between the cities Kecskemét and Tiszazug which was extended up to the 
city Kunszentmárton. In the region West of the river Tisza in Hungary the local 
railway company Arad-Kőrösvölgy had already been established before the law 
concerning local railway companies was accepted. The railways of the company had a 
network throughout the region West of the river Tisza in Hungary, Partium and 
Trasylvania. The biggest junction of the region West of Hungary were the cities 
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Debrecen and Nyíregyháza. Simultanously with the construction of railways with 
normal gauge three railway companies started building important railways with 
narrow-gauge in the region West of the river Tisza in Hungary. In the North of 
Hungary railway construction was determined by the special geographical features, 
mines and location of industrial areas. Thus, the shortest railway lines were built in 
this region. And also, there were construcion works in the regions Sub-Carpathia, 
between the rivers Sava and Drava, Transylvania, Partium, Bácska and Bánát. During 
local railway constructions lasting till the First World War railway station buildings 
were built based on standard plans. These buildings were ranked in four groups. A 
lower ranked building could be developed and extended in some steps based on the 
theory of developing buildings [3].       

1.2.  After the First World War 

The railway network in Hungary developed until the First World War. The first and 
biggest hit on the network was made by the peace treaty of Trianon. The new borders 
crossed and cut 52 railways (on the open ways between stations) which resulted in 
ending of transportation. The new border made especially great damages to local 
railways by isolating agricultural lands from markets, and mines from proceeding 
industry. The railways at the border region were located on territories of the neighbour 
countries.  Railways right at the borders connected the former Czechoslovakia, Rumania 
and Yugoslavia. For data on the Hungarian railway network before and after the 
Trianon treaty see Table 1 and 2.  

 

Table 1  Data on the Hungarian railway network in 19181 

Operation length, km 
Normal Narrow Total Name 

Gauge  
Hungarian Railways Company ownership 8 279 37 8316 

Community major railways 1 333 - 1333 
Local railways line 11 475 1574 13 049 

171 -  Other/foreign railways 
and peage line   171 

Total 21258 1611 22 869 

 

                                                        
1 Source: Fejezetek a 150 éves magyar vasút történetéből (Chapters from the history of the 150-year-
old Hungarian railways) 
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Table 2: Data on the Hungarian railway network in 19202 

Operation length, km 
Normal Narrow Total 

Name 

Gauge  
Hungarian Railways Company ownership 3068 - 3068 

Community major railways  780 - 780 
Local railways line  4530 268 4798 

   Other/foreign railways 
and peage line 59 - 59 

Total 8437 268 8705 

1.3. After the Second World War 

Between 1938-41 the railways which were cut by the Trianon treaty were united again 
due to the territories regained. Furthermore, new railway lines were built in order to 
improve railway connections. In the 1950’s new plans were made to build new railway 
lines and some of them were even carried out. There was also a complex plan to build a 
major railway line of the direction East – West between the cities Solt and Szarvas, 
which was just partly carried out.   Some decades later there was an intention to build a 
railway roundabout line right outside Budapest [4].  Several plans were examined. For 
the plans see Figure 1. One line could derive from the railway line Budapest – 
Hegyeshalom at the town Szár and connect to the Budapest – Záhony railway line at 
around the city Cegléd by running over the new Danube Bridge at the Csepel island. 
According to the second version the roundabout rail line could have a branch line 
deriving at Rétszilas from the railway line Gyékényes- Kaposvár- Budapest and after 
running over the Duna Bridge and via Kecskemét it connects to the Budapest – Záhony 
line at around Cegléd. This is also a current issue as there is a need for improving and 
strengthening railway connections between the West and the East, the North and the 
South without travelling through Budapest. 

Closing down rail lines started at the turn of the 50’s and 60’s. As a first step branch 
lines cut as a result of the Trianon Treaty were closed at the border line. The 
transportation policy in 1968 triggered closing down a number of railways. The former 
local railways were also subject to this process. However, the policy ignored several 
factors, such as the secondary effects of closing railway lines. Due to the transport 
policy the railway in the Őrség region (between towns Zalalövő – Bajánsenye) was 
closed down, which was later still rebuilt as part of the Corridor V and was conveyed 
for transport in 2000. As a result of the transportation policy the railway closing process 
took place between 1968 and 1982, involving 1900km long railways of normal and 
narrow gauge.  From March 2007 passenger transport was banned on 14 railway lines. 

                                                        
2 Source: Fejezetek a 150 éves magyar vasút történetéből (Chapters from the history of the 150-year-old 
Hungarian railways) 
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After changing the time table of 2009/2010, 24 railway lines were closed from 
passenger transport. In 2010 passenger transport started again on 10 lines of 380km 
altogether.  

 
Figure 1  Railway line construction plans3 

2. Problem solving attempts without closing any railway lines 
The reconstruction of local railways with low quality technical features did not take 
place. Due to this fact travel time increased and comfort of passengers got much worse. 
The process of closing and reorganizing big companies contributed to a lower number 
of passengers, as well.  Originally, the local railway lines were built regarding only 
economic needs and their distance from cities and major towns was down at list of 
priorities. Consequently, many railway stations are located far from towns or town 
centres which deteriorates the competitiveness of railways. Furthermore, the state and 
quality of station buildings is distressing. Bus transportation connecting towns with 
railway stations and introduction of reasonable time tables of branch lines are not really 
costly [5]. The former local railways are ranked in line category III. For their percentage 
see Table 3.  

                                                        
3 Source: Fejezetek a 150 éves magyar vasút történetéből (Chapters from the history 

of the 150-year-old Hungarian railways) 
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Table 3 Percentage of railway line types4 

Region (%) Railway 
line type 

National 
(%) Transdanubia Great Hungarian Plain 

I. 35 44 23 
II. 30 39 24 
III. 35 17 53 

The Hungarian Railways company had several attempts to manage problems 
concerning branch lines. In 1995 it established independent railway organizations 
and urged transportation authorities of the government to finance investments 
aiming at cost cutting.  These investments focused only on decreasing number of 
human work force. Dismission of workers was a result of organization 
rearrangements and application of new technologies. There were hardly any real 
investments. In 1995 three regional railways were established, and 17 in 1996. So, 
the regional railways took 30% of the whole network system. These regional 
network systems were not spread equally in Hungary. 14 railways out of 17 worked 
in the East of Hungary, serving the less developed regions. When setting up 
regional railways which operated within the network of Hungarian Railways the 
following aims were set: 

• Greater independence in contact with forwardig companies 
• Greater independence in making time tables  
• Right to start special trains 
• Greater independence of decision on issues concerning railway services 
• Significant decreasing of costs 

Most of these aims were not carried out. Operation of the regional railways was 
significantly restricted, compared to original ideas. The fact that the local railways are 
run within the Hungarian Railways company, contributed to failure of local railways. In 
1998 the system failed as the Hungarian Railways company deprived operation rights 
from local railways [6]. 

In 2000 the Hungarian Railways company drafted a proposal to rationalize the 
railway network in charge of the Ministry. The proposal involved closing railway lines 
of some hundred kilometers, mostly those not used at all, and also, establishment of 4 
independent railway networks. Later these lines were referred to as regional railways. 
Two regional railways of 372km (Regional Railways of Vésztő and Regional Railways 
of the Region Nógrád) were launched as an experiment from 1 January 2005. In spite of 
proposals of the Hungarian Railways company these two railways operated within the 
Hungarian Railways company. Nevertheless, they could not have an independent 
economic basis. To have a successful economy, beside attaining independence the 
regional railways should have introduced a series of arrangements in order to increase 
income and cut costs. The pilot project resulted in various experience:  

                                                        
4 Source: made by the author 
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• Lack of independence 
• Problems with time tables due to lack of independence 
• Passenger complaint about comfort level 
• Neglected infrastructure 
• Weak cooperation  with bus transportation companies  
• Relation with local governments improved 
• Insufficient spheres of authority to meet local needs 

3. Analysis of social economic effects of regional railways by making a 
conceptual model 

3.1. Functions of regional railways 

Recent practices regarded annual income and operation costs as a basis when a decision 
had to be made on a branch line serving regional interests. The former regional railways 
have several functions which require considering social costs and benefits by decision 
making.   These functions are related with network, regions, and natural environment 
[7]. 

• A connected network of regional railway lines can be a basis of a regional 
network  

• A roundabout railway line within the network  
• Some branch lines serve as a basis of connection to the national railway network  

to be developed later  
• Role of leading to and off the major railways  
• Improving former relations of crossborder railways  
• Branch lines can attract settlers in less developed regions 
• Branch lines are potetials to affect transportation policy of sharing transportation 

tasks  
• Some railway lines are likely to cross areas to be under natural protection where 

there is an enormous need for restricting public road transport  

3.2. A large scale description of the model  

It is deemed to set up a model which allows decision making from a complex aspect and 
reflects the complexity of the branch line issue (Figure 2). By using the conceptual 
model there are several scenarios made to manage branch line related problems. By 
modelling, a simplified copy of a partial network system is made, including the 
determining features necessary for analysis [8]. Features not necessary for analysis can 
be ignored as they would complicate analysis without providing any useful information.   
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Figure 2 Conceptual model for social economic efficiency analysis of regional 

railways5 

The most important inputs of the model are described in forms of natural units of 
measurement which affect regional railway transportation. For example: 

• Railway connections of small regions 
• Annual losses of the railway line 
• Transportation needs 
• Providing basic transportation services 
• Power of keeping population 
• Regional interests 
• Network (connection) interests 

These indicators can be expressed in sums of money or any other ways. Concerning 
an indicator the best value is 100 and the worst is the minimum value of the very scale. 
The value of indicators with different dimensions can be defined by beneficiary 
indicators.     
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where: 

Iix: points of input i. 

Zix: actual value of input  i.  

Zmini: minimum value of input i. 

Zmaxi: maximum value of input i. 

An independent organization makes a preference ranking for each input and finally, it 
makes a group ranking by uniting single preferences. This ranking will be the basis of 
determining preference values. It is important to note that aggregating single 

                                                        
5 Source: made by the author 
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preferences into group preferences is a broad and complex issue. It is recommended to 
use a methodological approach to set up a model. It could be an overwhelming task to 
analyze the social, psychological aspects of decision making on groups. In the process 
actually voting takes place whereby experts work out their ranking and later they do not 
make any changes to this rank of preferences. Aggregation of input indicators is carried 
out by using preference values. 

 AIxsz=


n

i 1
Iix×Sszi    (2) 

where: 

AIxsz: aggregated value of inputs 

Iix:    points of input i. 

Sszi:  preference value of input i. from the aspect of the expert team (sz)  

The aggregated value can be regarded as the utilization value of the regional railways. 
This value determines the potential scenario. Potential scenarios:  

• Lines operated by the Hungarian Railways company 
• Branch lines operated by companies in the region 
• Branch lines still in question 

It is necessary to note that after closing down railway lines their reconstruction is 
almost impossible due to extremely high construction costs. There is no possibility to 
build lines with simplified technology, as it was permitted by the law at times when 
regional railways were built first. Based on recent experience, on railway lines without 
any traffic it is highly required to spend on guarding assets and equipment.   

In case one or more branch lines are opened for transportation based on the 
model and operated by a company in the region, further activities occur:   

• Contracts 
• Separated accounting required 
• Criteria of railway security certificate and permission  
• Criteria of operation certificate 
• Designating regional railway network  

The present law concerning railways allows different companies to operate railway 
branch lines. Beside the central budget other resources (private resources, tenders) 
become available. Regional operation makes it possible for local governments to 
negotiate directly and adjust railway passenger transport to local features and needs.   

Summary 
Due to specific railway network features in Hungary branch lines have got a main role 
in organizing railway transportation. The history of branch lines is rooted in the XIXth 
century. To differentiate them from major railway lines the term local railways, also 
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used in other countries in Europe, was used for them. These railways were built with 
lower level technology; however, the railway system was really sufficient in Hungary, 
even compared with other European countries. The technological parameters and lack of 
renovation works for decades have made it urgent to solve the problems concerning 
branch lines. To make a proper decision on the branch lines it is practical to use the 
results of a complex model which is not merely based on annual losses. If the output 
confirms the idea of operating branch lines by companies in the region, several 
questions (maintenance of railways, organizing and accounting passenger 
transportation, human political issues etc.) are expected to be answered.     
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